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Type C Stainless Steel Insta-Lock
Camlock 2" 50 mm

Product Images

Short Description

2" stainless camlock fitting Type C with Insta-Lock.
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Description

Camlock fitting Type C. Constructed from stainless steel, these camlock fittings are heavy duty and reliable.
Jaybro has a wide range of hoses available, ask us about fitting camlocks to hoses in-house to create
complete kit.

A camlock fitting is a hose coupling consisting of male and female parts that click together to form a
watertight seal. This kind of coupling is popular because it is a simple and reliable means of connecting and
disconnecting hoses quickly and without tools.

These hose couplings enable connection or disconnection of a hose in an efficient way, guaranteeing tight
and secure bonds. The cams lock into place using a simple male and female mechanism - a male groove
adapter and female cam. To connect and disconnect your camlock simply extend the handles on the coupler
outwards and place the correct size male adapter into the female coupler. Then close the handles in one
movement, which ensures an even connection and a consequently a leak proof seal. Reverse the process to
disconnect the hose assembly, after first ensuring the hose is not charged (ie it has been de-pressurised).

Ensure you get the right size you need for your hose by correctly measuring your hose tail, male or female
thread - ie: a 1" hose tail fits a 1" metal camlock. Camlock fittings are available in different types or
configurations as follows:

Type A: Adapter with female thread
Type B: Coupler with male thread
Type C: Coupler with hose tail
Type D: Coupler with female thread
Type E: Adapter with a hose tail
Type F: Adapter with male thread
Dust caps are also available, categorised as DC: dust caps for adapters and DP: dust plugs for couplers

Additional Information

CODE SS-CC-1204-INSTA-LOCK
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